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Meteo-France

Motivation
To be a contributor to national and 
international efforts that:
• Aid in objectively understanding the 

value of high-latitude observations
• Promote model improvements
• Help understand precipitation 

regimes
• Promote the understanding of the 

value and use of forecast systems
• Collaborate with the international 

scientific community.
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Overall
• The Australian government, 

through the Australian 
Antarctic Division, conduct 
activities in the higher 
southern latitudes to 
enable us to conduct world-
class science on the water, 
in the sea ice and on the 
continent. 
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Meteorological presence
• Bureau operates a year-round 

presence in Antarctica.
• ~11 observers and technical 

staff overwinter.
• ~5 forecasters at Casey and/or 

Davis during summer.
• Forecasts are essential for the 

safety of aviation, shipping 
services, terrestrial and marine 
science, traverse and station 
operations.



Enhanced Antarctic activities 
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Shipping requirements
• Will involve multi-station resupplies: extra risks 

and contingency planning
• Increased ship-based science activities
• New international obligations regarding 

International Convention for Safety of Life at Sea 

Aviation requirements
• Forecasting requirements are expected to 

increase over the next 20 years
• Does/will involve inter and intranational flights 

in high-risk environment
• Davis year-round aviation access to Antarctica



Enhanced Australian Bureau of Meteorology modelling activities
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Polar coupled model
• Nested within the global coupled model –

enhanced downscaling
• Covering the maximum ice extent, and 

including Tasmania
• ~8(?)km atmosphere and higher resolution 

ocean
• No extra data assimilation in the initial version 

– enhanced downscale model
• City models – initially atmosphere only
• Timeline: (research version mid-2023?)
• Requirements for short-term and seasonal 

timescale outlooks*
• New work – risks 



BoM and AAD observation activities during TOPs
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*At Davis through all of 2022.
All subject to shipping/logistics.
Real time data availability? 

Simon Alexander

AAD*
• VHF wind profiling radar
• Micro-rain radar MRR-PRO 
• Parsivel disdrometer
• Eigenbrodt disdrometer
• LW and SW radiometers 
• Picarro water vapour isotope 

spectrometer 
• Additional ceilometer (CTK25)

BoM
• 2x radiosondes/day + additional 

1x/day during atmospheric river TOPs



Australian Bureau of Meteorology forecast team activities
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Forecast team activities
• Happy to contribute to identification of 

TOPs
• Assist in case studies and model analysis
• Examine operational impacts, in 

particular how certain events may 
impact on future aviation service

• Examine closely the atmospheric river 
phenomena, associated clouds and sea 
ice response



An Exploratory Study of Weather and Climate Information Use, 
Risk Perception, and Decision-making in the Antarctic and Sub-Antarctic. 
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Findings:

Top sources of weather information are websites, station intranets, forecasts, 
current weather displays, and meteorological professionals. 

Wind speed and direction, short-term forecasts, and advice from a trained 
weather professional were rated as most useful for weather-related decisions. 
This was found across all locations and roles.  

People use weather information to plan, schedule and stop tasks, find 
weather windows (times of suitable weather conditions), and manage safety.

Weather-related decisions are most often discussed with work colleagues, 
weather professionals, supervisors, and station management.

58% of participants spent at least half of their worktime outdoors, only 16% 
always worked in climate controlled buildings. 40% spent some worktime (¼)  
on small watercraft and 16% worked mostly (¾) or always on ships.

Weather and environmental information and training: 74% received 
information, 42% training, 19% neither. 

Participants are constrained by weather conditions and limited information.

Access to detailed and high quality weather information, education in using 
and interpreting information, and enhanced services are vital for current and 
future functioning, decision-making needs, efficient operations, risk 
mitigation and safety in Antarctic and sub-Antarctic regions. 

Aim: 

To understand factors that lead to good 
versus poor weather-related decisions and 
manage operational risks.

To improve education, training, weather 
services, decision-making, performance, 
and human safety.  

Gap:

Limited research and understanding of 
weather information use and decision-
making in the Antarctic and sub-Antarctic.

Method: 

A mixed-methods study including an 
online survey and interviews 2019 - 2020 
to participants deployed within the last 3 
years.

Qualitative and quantitative data analysis 
underway, papers in process.

Email: vicki.heinrich@utas.edu.au @UWCIAntarctica Twitter: @VictoriaHeinri5

How, when, and why do 
people use weather 

and other environmental 
information?

Figure: Participant deployment locations 1976 –
2020, not including ships (~25%). Maschette, D., 

Sumner, M., & Raymond, B. (2019). SOmap: 
Southern Ocean Maps.



Thank you
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